In this work we develop an approach for a molecular hydrogen ion (H + 2 ) in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation while exposed to intense short-pulse radiation. Our starting point is the R-Matrix incorporating Time (RMT) formulation for atomic hydrogen [L. A.A. Nikolopoulos et al, Phys. Rev. A 78, 063420 (2008)] which has proven to be successful at treating multi-electron atomic systems efficiently and to high accuracy [LR Moore et al J. of Mod. Opt. 58,1132]. The present study on H + 2 has been performed with a similar objective of developing an ab initio method for solving the Time-dependent Schrödinger Equation (TDSE) for multi-electron diatomic molecules exposed to an external time-dependent potential field. The theoretical formulation is developed in detail for the molecular hydrogen ion where all the multi-electron and inter-nuclei complications are absent. As in the atomic case, the configuration space of the electron's coordinates are separated artificially over two regions; the inner (I) and outer (II) regions. In the region I the time-dependent wavefunction is expanded on the eigenstate basis corresponding to the molecule's Hamiltonian augmented by Bloch operators, while in region II a grid representation is used. We demonstrate the independence of our results on the introduced artificial boundary-surface by calculating observables that are directly accessed experimentally and also by showing gauge-dependent quantities are also invariant with the region I box size. We also compare with other theoretical works and emphasize cases where basis-set approaches are currently very computationally expensive or intractable in terms of computational resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, a series of rapid developments are impacting strong field physics because of the discovery and refinement of a diverse range of radiation sources. The construction of Free-Electron laser (FEL) sources capable of delivering unprecedented intense radiation in the soft and hard X-ray regimes has initiated new challenges, not only within atomic, molecular and optical physics but also for a number of other areas at the forefront of current interest more broadly, such as in biology, chemistry and nanoscience. Recently, another advancement on the opposite end of the wavelength regime, has been the increased availability of intense mid-IR range radiation [1] . In parallel with the aforementioned recent advances in strong-field physics the production of ultra-short pulses of sub-femtosecond duration has allowed the direct experimental observation of electronic and structural dynamics in matter [2] .
These technological advances have gained significant attention from the theoretical community as the simulation of the experimental conditions requires significant computational resources which had not previously been feasible. For example, for fields into the infrared region, as pulse lengths increase and photon energies decrease, the number of angular momenta and the box sizes required in calculating photoelectron spectra increases. Thus, this regime is computationally very demanding and the problem becomes intractable, even for hydrogen (see [3, 4] ) and H + 2 (see [5] ) which are the simplest atomic and molecular systems respectively.
It is a computationally difficult problem to treat the exact time-dependent response of a multielectron system subject to a strong Electro-magnetic (EM) field by ab initio methods. A number of theoretical groups, worldwide, are aiming for approaches beyond the computationally economical Single Active Electron (SAE) approximation [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ; the SAE approach is a mature theoretical method and has been well explored [19, 20] . An alternative ab-initio approach capable of treating multi-electron systems is based on R-matrix theory applied to atomic and molecular systems for providing structural information [21] [22] [23] . The key concept in a Rmatrix formulation is the division-of-space concept which consists in separating the electrons' configuration space in two regions, namely the inner and the outer region. In the inner region, the atomic/molecular structure of the multielectron states are calculated with all the interactions taken into account while in the outer region only a single-electron wavefunction is required to be calculated [21] . This division-of-space approach appears to be well suited to tackle the computational problem which becomes especially crucial for the case of a multi-electron target. As a matter of fact, the full power of the R-matrix formulation is gained in the case of a multielectron target.
Traditionally, R-matrix approaches did not consider time dynamics in the study of collision and photoionization processes [24, 25] . Within the last decade, in response to technological and experimental advances, variants of time-dependent implementations utilizing the Rmatrix computational framework have appeared which have been applied to specific atomic systems, namely the time-dependent R-matrix (TDRM) method [26, 27] , the time-dependent B-splines R-matrix (TDBSR) method [12, 28] and the present RMT method [14, 29, 30 ]. An earlier application of the R-matrix theory to multiphoton processes appeared in the form of a Floquet expansion (RMF) of the driven time-dependent wavefunction [31] . The RMF approach, although it is capable of treating the field non-perturbatively, cannot be considered as fully following the TDSE solution methodology since it is only suited to laser pulses containing many cycles.
The formulation of the TDRM method was developed and first applied to a one-dimensional model by Burke and Burke [26] and later generalized and successfully applied to neon and argon [32, 33] . The TDRM method generates the R-matrix eigenstates in the inner region using an extension of the R-matrix Belfast codes [34] to include a B-splines expansion of the continuum spectrum. Then the system's time-dependent wavefunction is propagated using a second-order Cayley propagator while in the outer region the time-dependent propagation is based on an R-matrix propagator, employed for solving a system of coupled second-order differential equations [35] .
In the TDBSR method, the R-matrix eigenstates are generated using an alternative implementation of Rmatrix theory on a non-orthogonal basis approach (Bsplines) [36] and were propagated with an ArnoldiLanczos algorithm [37] . However the current implementation of the TDBSR method performs the wavefunction propagation only in an (enlarged) inner region, ignoring the outer-region completely, and as such does not fully take advantage of the division-of-space formulation of the R-matrix method. Nevertheless the obtained results are also indicative of the powerful machinery of the R-matrix methods at describing multiphoton processes in complex systems.
The RMT method for atomic systems was mainly developed for the possibility of combining a high-order time-propagator for the multielectron wavefunction expanded on the inner-region R-matrix eigenstates with a finite-difference method for the grid representation of the single-electron wavefunction in the outer region.
The method was first formulated and applied to the ionization of hydrogen [29] and then later extended to include the single-ionization of multielectron systems [14, 30] . This unique combination of an eigenstate-basis method with the finite-differences technique of propagating the time-dependent wavefunction has been recently demonstrated the capability of describing doubleelectron outer-region wavefunctions by Wragg et al [38] .
The RMT method allows the possibility of not only reducing the multi-electron dimensionality of the initial formulation to, effectively, a one (or two)-electron calculation in the (radially) larger region II but also allows the use of different algorithmic approaches in the two different regions (Fig. 1) . In region I the power of the R-matrix method in calculating very accurate energy eigenfunctions and transition matrix elements is fully exploited. While, in the outer-region the extensibility of an equidistant, grid-based, representation of the wavefunction to very large distances, dramatically enhances the computational performance.
In contrast with the above activities focused on atomic systems, analogous time-dependent formulations based on the division-of-space concept for molecular systems are not common. These methods include the t-surff method developed by the group of A. Scrinzi [39, 40] and the analytical R-matrix method developed and applied in multielectron molecular systems [41] [42] [43] . Despite the fact that a number of groups worldwide have developed unique expertise in developing sophisticated ab initio methods and applied to solve the TDSE for molecules it appears that these groups have not investigated the Rmatrix method in this context.
In this work we introduce an approach based on an extension of the RMT method to H + 2 without the complications arising from multi-electron considerations. Since the hydrogen molecule ion is also of interest for the RMT approach as a stepping stone towards a full treatment of the hydrogen molecule and on to other polyatomic systems we develop the method in detail and demonstrate its applicability for diatomic one-electron systems with the EM field aligned along its symmetry-axis in the fixednuclei approximation.
In addition to the above scope, the present work also aims to ensure efficiency in the ab initio description of molecules in intense and short EM fields. To this end, we have developed the formulation (and implemented) for the velocity-gauge interaction operators in addition to the length-gauge alternative. As is generally known, for these studies, the velocity gauge is preferred against the length gauge for radiation in the long-wavelength regime because of its better convergence properties [44] . It is worth emphasizing here that the velocity-gauge approach implemented here has been employed for the first time within the time-dependent R-matrix approaches discussed above, and the existing RMT codes. Moreover, the RMT computations are done through General Purpose Computation/Computing on Graphical Processing Unit (GPGPU) techniques similar to our earlier works, albeit with some extra complexity [45, 46] . The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give an overview of the basic theory. It is the key section of this paper, where we set out in detail the theoretical formulation for the case of one-electron homo-nuclear diatomic molecules. The formulation presented in this section can be generalized to include the case of one-electron nonhomonuclear diatomic systems with little extra effort. We also give the expressions for the calculation of experimental observables adapted to our methodology. In Sec. III to ensure the validity of the method, experimentally accessible quantities are compared against similar theoretical calculations available from the literature. Finally we have relegated the main technical details to the appendices. In the presentation of the formulas, atomic units are used (m =h = |e| = 1) throughout. 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 [29] for a similar hydrogen diagram). The two nuclei are marked as A and B and the internuclear distance is RM . With rn, 0 ≤ rn ≤ RI we denote collectively the positions of all electrons relative to a coordinate system with its origin placed at the molecule's center of mass, G, and the z−axis along the internuclear axis. With r ≡ (r, θ, φ), RI ≤ r ≤ RII we represent the position of the ejected electron following the molecule's excitation/ionization by the external radiation. The molecule's configuration space is divided to two homocentric spherical boxes, (inner-region I and outer-region II, with radii RI and RII , respectively, with their center place at G. The molecule's time-dependent wavefunction in the inner region I is expanded on an eigenstate basis (BS) ΦI (rn, t). In the outer region II the system's wavefunction is described only by the ejected electron's wavefunction Φ(r, t) using a finite-difference (FD) approach. In the present case of one-electron system, rn ≡ r.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
For the current case of short but intense fields, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [47] is assumed so that the nuclei are effectively static over the short duration of the pulse. We also assume that the radiation field is linearly polarized along the symmetry axis of the diatomic molecule. Without loss of generality, we take the molecular axis as the z−axis of a Oxyz Cartesian coordinate system. In this fixed-nuclei approximation the electronic Hamiltonian of the molecular hydrogen ion is given by
where Z is the atomic number and ±R M /2 the position of the nuclei in the chosen coordinate system. Since the internuclear distance, R M = |R M |, is treated as a constant term in the Hamiltonian, the 1/R M term is omitted since it does not impact the electron dynamics.
The rotational properties of this one-electron diatomic system are more complex than the atomic single-electron case, thus making the problem considerably more demanding, both conceptually and computationally. Rotational symmetry is broken in H + 2 since rotation of the system along the x and y axes is not equivalent to a rotation along the z axis. This means the orbital angular momentum operator L 2 fails to commute with the Hamiltonian as L 2 is the generator of rotation, while the L z operator will still commute (z−axis projection). Thus the Hamiltonian and the orbital angular momentum operators do not have shared eigenfunctions. As a result, the timedependent wavefunction of the system is not expanded in terms of a linear combination of mutual eigenfunctions of H and L z and the parity operator Π with associated eigenvalues ǫ, µ and λ, respectively. The parity can be gerade (even, λ = 0) or ungerade (odd, λ = 1), reflecting whether or not the state is symmetric or anti-symmetric through a mirror reflection on the x, y surface along the z axis. In the particular case of study, the interaction of H + 2 with a linearly-polarized field along the molecular axis, it is routinely shown that the excited states should have the same µ symmetry number as the initial state (µ = 0). This allows us to neglect the µ quantum number, since the initial state in the present case is the H + 2 ground state 1σ g .
The propagation of the electron wavefunction for a system of H + 2 in the presence of an external laser field is calculated through the solution of the corresponding TDSE,
The expression for the basis expansion in terms of the energy eigenfunctions of H 0 is,
where Φ nλ are solutions of the field-free Hamiltonian (see appendix A for the details) and the index n is associated with the system's eigenenergies (ǫ n ↔ n) and denotes both bound and (discretized) continuum eigenstates. Equivalently, the wavefunction can be also represented as a partial wave expansion:
where the eigenvalues of the angular momentum operator L 2 are characterized by the index l. At this stage, further description of the calculational method requires the separate treatment of the TDSE for the inner and the outer regions.
A. TDSE in the inner region
For the basis approach in region I the Timeindependent Schrödinger Equation (TISE) associated with H 0 would be non-Hermitian if there was a naive division of the full space. To cope with the non-Hermiticity of the operators appearing in the TISE the same approach as in the case of atomic hydrogen [29] is followed. First, the field-free Hamiltonian and the velocity gauge dipoleinteraction operator are augmented to become their Hermitian counterparts within the spherical region [0, R I ]:
whereL h andL d are the corresponding Bloch operators (see appendix B). Then the augmented TISE is diagonalised. So for region I, the eigenfunction expansion in equation (1) is modified to
whereΦ nλ (r) are now energy eigenfunctions of the Blochaugmented Hamiltonian andC nλ (t) is the associated time-dependent coefficient. Equating the expressions for the time-dependent wavefunction Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), whilst decomposing the energy eigenfunctions in terms of spherical harmonics, we have nλC nλ (t) (6) and after some straightforward manipulations we arrive at the following time-dependent partial-wave relation in terms of the radial eigenstates P nl λ for the inner region:
Clearly, this expansion only holds in the interval (0 < r ≤ R I ) since the Bloch eigenfunctions are not defined outside this region. Finally the initial TDSE is maintained by subtracting both of the Bloch operators from the TDSE. So the TDSE expressed in terms of these Hermitian operators is
where
More specifically, in the current implementation, with the use of Eqns (B3),(B6) the boundary term in the velocity gauge, is as below,
This equation is fully equivalent to the initial TDSE without any approximation involved whatever. It is also worth emphasizing that the extra terms which are added and subtracted away are only non-zero on the boundary surface r = R I . The d dr and 1 r terms in the RHS are due to the operatorL h , while the last term is due to the interaction operatorL d . The corresponding expression for the boundary term in the case of the length-gauge formulation is the same except that this latter term is not present.
In region I the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Hermitian HamiltonianĤ 0 should now be calculated. Then, the functionsΦ nλ (r) from Eq. (5) can be used to represent the inner-region portion of the TDSE as a system of first-order ordinary differential equations. This will allow the calculation of the time-dependent coefficients,C nλ (t), at some time t from a known initial state.
At this point we relegate the detailed development of the relevant formulation (namely, the calculational procedure for the field-free problemĤ 0 Φ nλ (r) = ǫ nλ Φ nλ (r) to the first two appendices.
Assuming that the field-free problem is solved, the wavefunction is expanded on these specific eigenfunctions of the field-free Bloch-augmented Hamiltonian to arrive at
whereĤ nλ,n ′ λ ′ ,D nλ,n ′ λ ′ (t) are the matrix elements of the operatorsĤ 0 (r),D(r, t), respectively. The timedependent wavefunction Φ II (r, t) is labeled with II since we use the grid expansion (2) . This expansion is also the one that is used in the outer-region II. Therefore, in the last term we do not use terms solely of the innerregion basis but rather Φ II (R I , t) since the δ(r − R I ) function in the boundary operator S(t) contains derivatives. Calculation of the derivative of Φ II (R I , t) requires information from both region I and II. The expansion of the inner region radial functions in terms of the partial waves through equation (7) at specific (inner-region) points allows the finite-difference spatial operators to be calculated by using the required values. The reduction of the matrix element between a Bloch-energy eigenstate and angular momentum eigenstate implied by the coupling term of Eq. 9 (final term on the RHS) is effectively the same as in the hydrogenic case [29] , except there is a summation over the partial-wave terms within the same symmetry. Summarizing all the above reductions we obtain the TDSE in the inner region and in the velocity-gauge as,
In the length gauge the inner-region TDSE is obtained if we set A(t) = 0 in the above expression for the F l (R I , t) term. The quantity K ll ′ , as given in appendix A, originates from the angular momentum properties of the dipole interaction term. Formally, the above inner-region TDSE differs with the corresponding one of the atomic case in that the appropriate quantum number to characterize stationary states changes from l to λ while the boundary surface term includes a summation over all the coupled (due to the molecular potential) orbital angular momenta l, belonging to the same symmetry λ.
B. TDSE in the outer-region
The molecular hydrogen ion grid form is derived in a standard way. The final equation in terms of a radial grid is
where r > = max(r, R M /2) and r < = min(r, R M /2). The difference for the RMT case is that the grid is not calculated over the full space but is limited to region II. The derivative for the point r = R I is calculated by using Eq. (7) to calculate the partial-wave grid points from within region I as required. More details are shown in appendix C.
At large distances from the molecular center, relative to the separation of the nuclei (r >> R M ), the dominant part of the molecular potential is the spherically symmetric, being effectively hydrogenic. So, the potential term can be switched to that of a hydrogenic system to a very good approximation. In a regular basis calculation this wouldn't help to make the calculation more manageable in terms of size during the propagation because the symmetry of the system close to the nuclear center dictates the properties of the eigenfunctions.
C. Bound-state populations and ionization yield.
In the RMT approach information from regions I and II are required to calculate observables and other quantities. In region I, the information must be extracted from the energy eigenfunctionsΦ nλ (r) and the associated coefficientsC nλ (t). For region II, the partial waves f lm (r, t) and the spherical harmonics are available.
The most straightforward quantities to calculate for the basis, finite difference and RMT methods for comparison, are the ground state population, the excited state population and the total ionization yield.
The ground state population p g (t) is calculated by the overlap of the initial state Φ(r, 0) on to the state at time t, Φ(r, t). If the ground state of the system is initially populated, the evolution of the ground state population is,
Within the RMT method the above integral is broken up into two separate integrals, one from 0 to R I and another from R I to the outer boundary R II :
which is the statement that the ground state population has contributions from both regions p g (t) = |p g;I (t) + p g;II (t)| 2 , where p g;I (t) and p g;II (t) are the contributions from the respective regions.
For the region I portion, the calculation is simply the sum
In a basis calculation, the coefficient corresponding to 1σ g , C 10 (0), equals 1 and the ground state population calculation is provided by the square of the corresponding time-dependent coefficient |C 10 (t)| 2 , after the end of the pulse. Similarly the absolute value of the coefficient |C nλ (t)| 2 , post-pulse, gives the population of the |nλ eigenstate. In the RMT method the absolute value of C nλ (t) (14) rather than only the first term as in the basis method. For the finite difference region, region II, an explicit spatial overlap must be calculated (approximately through the composite Simpson's rule) through direct integration:
As a result, the total ground state population is
While the bound and ionized populations can also be trivially calculated by an appropriate summation in the basis case, for the RMT case this information is lost (due to the R-matrix states mixing). Since the partial waves can be reconstructed, the approach for the finite difference case can also be used. For the finite difference case, the population of the bound states can be approximated by direct spatial integration of the probability values at all grid points inside a carefully chosen radius, say r i :
where care is taken in choosing r i such that the population of the bound state is converged with increasing radius. Considering that the system only consists of bound and ionized states, knowing the bound state population means the ionized population is also known (1−p b (t)). In the RMT case, the exact equivalent of this bound population calculation can be done by simply getting the population of region I through the coefficients,C nλ (t), (if R I is selected as the ionization boundary):
This also ensures that no numerical integration is required. Otherwise the same numerical integral as the ground state case can be used. It should be emphasized that the methods of calculating the ionization yield in the finite difference and RMT methods both require postpulse propagation. This means that the ionized population can not be easily distinguished from the bound state population during the run of the pulse. The, excited state population for example, is approximated by the quantity within a subset of the total box which is not counted towards ionization and which is not the ground state (p b (t) − p g (t)). Note that it is not until the post propagation, when the ionized population moves away from the central potential and the yield value asymptotically approaches a value, that the excited state population then becomes meaningful.
To ensure that a reasonable part of the contributions from continuum energy-eigenstates are counted in the ionization yield post-calculation, the wave equation is propagated forward in time. This allows the continuum contributions to move away from the central boundary so that the yield can be calculated by counting the probabilities after a certain cut-off radius (R I is ideal for the RMT case). The radius should be chosen so that a minimal amount of bound state probability is included in the ionization yield calculation.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prior to discussing particular applications it is worth discussing computational issues at a more general level. The eigenstate-basis method for the solution of the TDSE requires the precomputation of the associated field-free Hamiltonian eigenproblem (say of size n max ) for partial waves up to l max − 1. The latter numbers are dictated mainly by the strength and the duration of the EM field. Intense fields induce multiphoton absorptions that result to populating states with higher energy and orbital angular momentum quantum numbers.
For a reasonable energy spacing including higher energies ranges and to ensure the box is sufficiently large to capture the dynamics, a larger box size with a spatial discretisation which is sufficiently dense enough to represent the highest energies is required. Both effects increase the size of the eigenproblem. For example, if the knot point spacing in the basis-grid is taken to be approximately equidistant over the full box size, then the computational effort for the number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, n max , to be found from the diagonalisation will scale linearly with both the box radius and also l max . Further, the corresponding transition matrix element block scales with the square of both the box radius and l max . Approximately commensurate with the increase in the number of states per partial wave, the number of partial waves included must also be increased to account for the greater occupancy of partial waves which have a higher angular momentum number. This results in a rough scaling law for the total number of the states to be included of ∼ (n max l max /2) while the number of transition matrix elements required for computation will be ∼ n 2 max l 2 max /4. In practice, both of these numbers are determined by testing the convergence of the specific value or set of values under study, such as the expectation value etc, against a gradual increase of the available parameters. Consequently, the total impact of increasing the size of these parameters is to make the field-free precomputation as well as the propagation of a basis-calculation prohibitively expensive. It leads to the highly undesirable condition of a Hamiltonian which should be approximated in a large spatial region with a very fine grid and a large number of coupled angular momentum terms. It is for the above reasons that we have relied on the present extension RMT method combined with a parallel implementation for diatomic systems. The RMT approach only requires a basis representation in a restricted region of space, which thus restricts the computational burden significantly. Whatever computational hurdle remains, is then tackled with a parallel treatment. We now turn to the calculation of population and ionization yields of H + 2 for specific cases. The calculation of the initial state proceeds by propagation of the resulting (diffusion) equations in the inner and outer region after setting the external EM field equal to zero and by removing the complex number from the TDSE. Formally, the associated diffusion equation is ob-tained by making the substitution t → ıt in the original field-free TDSE. In our calculation we set l max = 24. We compare our RMT calculations for the ground state of H + 2 using a purely basis method [45] (BS) and a purely finite-difference method (FD) after having extended the finite difference code in ref. [46] to include the H + 2 system. As previously reported by Martin [49] 20 angular momentum terms provides a very decent estimate of the H + 2 ground state energy (−1.10250 a.u compared to an exact value of 1.10263 a.u). This means the 24 partial waves we have used should provide a reasonable measure. The calculated energy is E F D g = −1.0942 a.u in the purely finite difference method, an error of about 0.765%. In the present RMT calculation, which consists of a mixed basis-finite difference propagation of the diffusion equation, the energy found is E RMT g = −1.102532 a.u. This is very close to that achieved by Martín [49] (1.10250 a.u. for 20 l max ). We have also calculated the ground state eigenenergy with a purely eigenstate basis and found E BS g = −1.102532. The outer-region box radius was R II = 713.1 a.u. for the RMT and the FD method. For the BS method R II = 99.9 a.u.. For the RMT and the BS method the B-splines were of order k = 10. In the RMT method the boundary radius was R I = 12.9 a.u. The chosen grid spacing in the outer region was dr = 0.2 a.u. In the inner region, the chosen knot sequence t = (t 1 , t 2 , .. In Fig. 2 we show the wavefunctions evaluated along the z−axis with two different inner-outer region boundary sizes at R I = 5.9 a.u. and R I = 12.9 a.u.. We see that the H + 2 results are consistent regardless of box size. Note that a finer grid spacing along the boundary is required in the present RMT approach than would strictly be required in a standard basis calculation of the same size, since now the actual radial representation is important and not just the dipole and energy values. Being confident in the calculation of our ground state through the RMT diffusion propagation method, we now look at the time-evolution of the wavefunction in an external EM field.
B. Populations and ionization yields H
First we can consider the case of making sure the dynamics follows what we would expect in terms of multiphoton absorption. We take a pulse that is so short that most of the ionization takes place at the peak of the pulse. If the initial wavefunction is treated as though it were initially localized in a small region close to r = 0, which is indeed the case for the ground state, we then propagate the system such that the ionized portions of the wavefunction travel distances several times longer than the length of the molecule. We use a sine-squared pulse of carrier frequency ω = 40 eV so that any photon absorptions bring the H + 2 straight into the continuum with a velocity corresponding to 10 eV for the case of one photon absorption. The different wavepackets corresponding to the different number of absorbed photons (AboveThreshold Ionization (ATI) peaks) should spatially separate out as they correspond to different acquired velocities. The formula for the distance away from the molecule is then quite simple in atomic units; r n ∼ (t − t i ) √ 2E n a.u. with n = 1, 2, ...
In Fig. 3 we plot a snapshot of the radial wavefunction. The wavepacket peaks are clearly separated and align with the expected distance considering the photon absorption count and the total ionized propagation time which is 3.5τ p if the total duration of the calculation is t = 4τ p (since the travel time of the wavepacket is after the time that the ionization takes place which we take this to be at the pulse's peak time at t i ∼ 0.5τ p ).
In Fig. 4 , we show the results by Dundas et al [48] against the current RMT calculation. In the figures we show the results by assuming two boundaries for the ionization thresholds for the calculation of bound state population; R I = 10 a.u and R I = 20 a.u. In calculating the bound state population we assume the norm of the time-dependent wavefunction at distances r < R I . The final ionization yield for Dundas et al is 0.851 (Dundas) and 0.848 (10 a.u, 20 a.u, respectively); a disagreement of 0.353%. Within the present RMT approach the bound states are well represented as the knot density can be increased close to the atomic nuclei without having a major impact on the overall number of splines.
Next, in Table (I) we compare our ionization yields obtained with the pure basis (BS) and RMT methods against the results obtained by Guan et al [13] . The RMT yields are calculated by treating the inner region population as the bound state population after one additional laser pulse length of field-free propagation. The bases are heavily modified in the inner-region and have a continuum spacing down to 0.4 a.u up to a radial distance of 138 a.u. while l max = 15. The velocity gauge was used in all calculations. The pulse used has sine-squared envelope with photon energy of ω = 40 eV and its duration in the length and velocity gauges for the pulse parameters given in [48] . Also shown is two inner-outer region boundary locations in the length gauge case; 12.9 a.u and 14.9 a.u.
was 10 cycles in total. Our results are in agreement with those by Guan et al within 0.5% except for the highest intensity which disagrees by 2%. This represents a good agreement, particularly considering the very different methods used; Guan et al use a finite-element-DVR technique and prolate spheroidal coordinates. Comparing the basis and RMT methods themselves, the results are effectively identical. As a last comment on these results, note that the calculated ionization yields have linear dependence on the pulse's peak intensity Y ∼ I 0 , consistent with the fact that the ionization is possible by a single-photon absorption since ω = 40 eV.
C. Length and velocity-gauge calculations
Our next results are concerned in investigating the accuracy of the different gauges, namely the length and the velocity gauges. For these calculations we compare results obtained by the pure basis (BS) and RMT methods.
In Fig. 5 we plot the ground state population during the propagation. The population of field-free states are gauge dependent in the presence of an external EM field but gauge invariant when the vector potential returns to zero. Consistent with this fact we observe an agreement for the population corresponding to the different gauges, at times where A(t) is equal to zero. For minima of the field the RMT length gauge result agrees with the velocity gauge calculation to a high degree.
In Fig. 6 we plot the calculated ionization yields for the various methods and gauges. We see that there is clear agreement for the final yield (as it should, since A(t) = 0) and the yields during the pulse duration where A(t) is equal to zero except for the basis length-gauge calculations. 
IV. CONCLUSION
From the development of the RMT method in 2008 [29] , work since has focused on various aspects of atomic systems [14, 30, 38] . In this paper, we have discussed the first extension of the RMT approach to a molecular system. The work has focused on H + 2 since it is the simplest molecular system. This extension reduces the dimensionality problems in H + 2 , since one can now have a full basis inner region and have a finite difference outer region which decouples the angular momenta terms as the hydrogenic approximation becomes valid (V (r) ≈ V H (r) ). The RMT method has been expanded to include the case where eigenstates contain a mixture l so that there is a transformation from an ungerade/gerade representation in the inner region to a representation consisting of a spherical-harmonic expansion. This work on H + 2 has also been performed with the objective of approaching a treatment of H 2 which treats both electrons with full-correlation in an inner region but has one-electron outer region trajectories. It is hoped that future work will expand on this existing formulation and code base and extend the RMT method to this new case. Our starting point is the evaluation of the eigenstates of the electronic Hamiltonian for the molecular hydrogen ion, HΦ nλµ (r) = ǫΦ ǫλµ (r) where ǫ is the eigenenergy value, λ the parity symmetry (gerade/ungerade) and µ the projection of the angular momentum along the internuclear axis. Assuming a coordinate system with z-axis along the internuclear axis and with the origin placed in the middle of the nuclei's distance, for the case of µ = 0 states we can express the eigenstates on a spherical harmonic basis Y lm l (r) as,
The l∈l λ indicates the summation over members of the set l λ , where the sets are defined as:
The gerade/ungerade split of the angular momenta is imposed directly from analytic considerations of the molecular potential. Projection on the spherical harmonic basis provides the corresponding Schrödinger equation for the radial eigenfunctions P nl (r),
. . , l + l ′ , and l > = max(r, R M /2), l < = min(r, R M /2) and the bracket-like symbol being the 3j-symbol. For the H + 2 case, the nuclear charge Z is set to 1.
In the general case, the eigenstates of the system are bound and continuum. The continuum wavefunctions are not square-integrable because they extend on infinitely and do not asymptotically approach zero with distance from the nucleus. Rather they are asymptotically periodic. The first step to numerically calculate the eigenstates is to place inside a spherical box of, say, radius, R I , [8, 50, 51] . This will discretize the full spectrum of the Hamiltonian (bound and continuum) and will make the continuum states square integrable. In this case, the eigenenergies can be characterized by a discrete index, as ǫ → ǫ n ↔ n, while their exact discretization will depend upon the λ symmetry.
Here, we choose to expand the radial functions P nl (r) in terms of a non-orthogonal, local, polynomial set, namely the B-splines basis, B ik (r), i = 1, ..., N s , as [49, 50] :
Following on a standard procedure one can transform the TISE into a generalized eigensystem of the form:
where S is the B-spline overlap matrix and the elements of the matrix are S ij = r drB i B j , H l is the B-spline overlap with the Hamiltonian,
and the elements of the molecular potential matrix V l ′ ,l given by V (ij)
drB i V l0,l ′ 0 (r)B j . Since the matrices required can be explicitly calculated, the only unknowns are the specific eigenenergies (ǫ nλ ) and the associated B-spline coefficients c (nl) i , gathered in vector C l .
Thus, provided the matrices are symmetric (or the Hamiltonian representation Hermitian) the system can be diagonalised to produce real-valued eigenenergies. This is certainly the case if we impose the extra (boundary) condition on the possible solutions P nl (R I ) = 0 at both ends (within the B-splines basis this easily done by excluding the first (B 1 ) and the last (B ns ) B-splines from the set in Eq. (A2). In the present work this is not the proper way to ensure Hermiticity (or symmetricity of the associated matrices) of the operators. The reason for this is that we require solutions which are non-zero on the boundary surface, namely solutions that P nl (R I ) = 0 so that to ensure a non-zero probability current across the boundary surface. The alternative way of 'Hermitizing' a non-Hermitian operator is by the addition of the socalled Bloch-operator, being another central concept in the R-matrix theory. We relegate a more detailed discussion on this Bloch-operator method in the next section to include any physical operator restricted in a finite region.
Dipole operators
The dipole operator in the length gauge is given by D(r, t) = r · E(t) = E(t)r cos θ, while for the velocity gauge it isD(r, t) = p · A(t)/c. After use of Eq. (A1) the corresponding matrix element equations are written asD nλ,n ′ λ ′ (t) = E(t) nλ| r cos θ |n ′ , λ
for the length-gauge dipole matrix elements, where use is made of the spherical harmonic expansion. For the velocity-gauge dipole matrix elements, the equivalent expression iŝ
By the further use of the B-spline expansion of the radial solutions [Eq. (A2)] and some angular momentum algebra one has the main expression in terms of known quantities:
with l > = max(l, l ′ ) and where G is the respective matrix, L or V: L nl;nl ′ (t) = E(t) RI 0 drP nl (r)rP n ′ l ′ (r),
where the specific choice depends on the gauge; length and velocity respectively. Thus, this can be calculated explicitly following diagonalisation of Eq. (A3).
Kinetic operator T .
Substitution of Eq. (A1) in the formula (B1) followed by standard differential calculus manipulations results in
where in order to ensure continuity at the center of symmetry the value P nl (0) = 0 is used [49] , while P nl (r) can take arbitrary values and arbitrary derivatives at the boundary. At this stage we introduce the Bloch operator which is generally defined as [21] ,
where α is a constant which can be chosen without constraints. As shown below, the following considerations are not affected by the particular choice of α. In our calculations we have set α = 0. For the Bloch operatorL h the following relation holds,
Now by modifying the kinetic operator asT = T +L h and considering equations (B2) and (B4), we find that:
Therefore, the matrix representation of the kinetic operator in the inner region, augmented by the above Bloch operator, is Hermitian and as such its diagonalization will provide real eigenvalues.
2. Dipole interaction term in the velocity gauge.
Following similar considerations as in the case of the kinetic operator we arrive at the result that an Hermitian velocity-gauge interaction operator can be obtained as,
A(t) c δ(r − R I ) cos θ.
